Shuttering unit, round
Assembly instruction
**Mounting unit**
After the floor covering has been laid insert the installation unit straight into the opening and fasten it with the claws evenly to the screed.

**Cut out opening**
After the screed has hardened remove the overlapping lid and sidewalls neatly.

**Inserting screed**
Spread the screed on the whole area and compact it neatly.

**Mounting of foil**
Fix shuttering units to the floor with adhesive tape, cut out foil and overlap.

**Levelling of shuttering unit**
Provide openings with cross section 307 mm or 260 mm in the assembled basic floor.

**Fixation of shuttering unit**
Level the shuttering units on the hollow floor before applying the screed.

**Mounting assembly unit**
After the floor covering has been laid insert the installation unit straight into the opening and fasten it with the claws evenly to the screed.